
Communicating in a
Downturn
With the current uncertainty in the global
economy, this eBook shows marketers and
communicators how to weather the storm and to
build for a successful future.
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During an economic downturn, your position as

a marketing or communications manager is a

strange one. On one hand, you're the superhero

responsible for dragging your company out of

the recession. On the other hand, your

department is among, if not the first, to have its

resources reduced or at least questioned. This

feels very paradoxical.

So what is going on? In this eBook, we touch on the forces that govern a downturn

and subsequent upturn, and we examine how the clever marketer can benefit from

what appears as a set of obstacles. We look at things in a different light, and offer

several actionable items for turning these apparent obstacles into a highway to

competitive advantage and continued growth.
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In order to succeed, the modern

marketer and/or communicator

must be able to look ahead. That

often requires knowledge of

finance, economics and general

business administration, as well as

the expertise to implement this

knowledge into strategic

marketing and communication

plans. So let's zoom out and take

a look at what causes the marketing communications downturn paradox. 

One thing we see in the high-tech world is that the market is clearly cyclical. And

as the world becomes progressively digital, the global markets seem to increasingly

follow the semiconductor industry’s ‘seven-year cycle’. Years of growth and profit

are interspersed with one or two years of ‘recession’. Within the current

millennium, the downturns have come like clockwork: 2001/02, 2008/09,

2015/16.

So what happens during a downturn?

Simply said, at a certain point

during the cycle market supply

will exceed market demand. This

can often be exacerbated by

overstocking of customer and

distributor inventories. Sales

numbers start falling, and as a

result incoming cash flows drop

off. And when available resources
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become restrained, two types of pressure are created.

Pressure to use fewer resources or

no resources at all

Pressure to get more business from

existing and new customers

By themselves, both pressures make

sense. When put together, however,

these goals are conflicting. If left

unchecked, they can combine to create

an extremely self-destructive downward spiral. So how can we achieve both goals

while avoiding the conflict?



The instinctive reaction of cost cutting feels right – a drop in demand is closely

followed by a downward adjustment in production volume. This is fine, and with

inventory control systems, LEAN manufacturing, and Just-In-Time production,

many manufacturers are used to adjusting production volumes on the fly.

However, the same line of reasoning does not hold up for parts of the business

focused on the longer term.

For example, some companies may reduce R&D

spending during a downturn, only to find themselves

without innovative products when the upturn rolls

around and customers have money to spend.

Others know that they need to keep investing in

R&D, but leave no budget for marketing

communications to ensure ongoing dialogue and to

raise awareness about the fantastic new products

that are in development. Different departments,

same undesirable outcomes, all stemming from short term thinking.

As a marketer or communicator, you already know that silence on your company's

part - especially during a downturn - will result in a range of questions from "Is

everything okay?" to "Are you alive?". When times are tough, it's imperative to

maintain an open dialogue with all the people who are in it with you. Stakeholders,

clients, business partners, and employees, all want to know what is going on.

What's more, they want to hear it from you. The message is already delicate, so

you can't afford any noise.

It is just like learning about a serious personal health issue and not speaking to your

loved ones about it. While keeping quiet may alleviate your own fears and

anxieties in the short term, it ends up damaging long-term outcomes and trust. So
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other than "keep talking", what should we do?

Companies lacking a strategic marketing and communications approach would do

well to seize the opportunity for change that an economic downturn offers, and

use it to make marketing an integral part of their overall business strategy.

Surgically trimming the budget is easier to do during a downturn than in

prosperous times. Tough times provide an opportune moment to cut loose poor

performers and eliminate low-yield tactics. When survival is at stake, it is easier to

get company-wide buy-in for revising marketing strategies and reallocating

investments.

Managers can defy old mind-sets and creatively search for superior solutions to

customer needs instead of simply relying on time-honoured tactics. The challenge

is to make well-defended, case-by-case recommendations about where to cut

spending, where to hold it steady, and even where to increase it. In other words,

this would be the best time to shift to an integrated digital mind-set.

This creates a global reach for marcom materials, and allows any materials created

to serve a practically unlimited amount of potential customers at (close to) zero

marginal cost. Once a piece of content has been created it remains accessible to

potential buyers in the process of learning about your company or products.

Furthermore, content can be quickly and easily reused, repurposed, updated or

tweaked.
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Proactive, strategic communications have the power to completely reframe the

narrative. Consider Steve Jobs' "antennagate" presentation. The late Apple CEO

took a potential disaster and spun it around by focusing on the fact that every

smartphone manufacturer was experiencing these antenna issues, but that Apple

products actually had the lowest failure rate. He then went on to offer all iPhone 4

owners a new case - for free - to help reframe a negative perception into a positive

one. While this is an example of exceptional vision and ability, imagine what would

have happened Apple not responded.

Academic research (see the chapter

‘Sources and reading material’) and

professional experience alike demonstrate

that recessions are different from other

threats to company viability. Especially so

when it comes to marketing and

communication activities.

Firms with a strategic, proactive marketing

approach benefit the most from

maintaining or even cautiously expanding

marketing and communications spend. In doing so, they achieve superior business

performance even before exiting a recession, and increase their market share in the

subsequent upturn.
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It’s not just you who’s struggling

One crucial point to remember is that your

customers may also be suffering from a lack of

cash flow during a downturn, which causes their

money to gain in relative value. Following the

principles of the’ triple constraint’ project

management model, time often becomes less

important. As a result, customers will spend more

time informing themselves and weighing options

before they spend their relatively scarce money. This phenomenon plays right into

the savvy marketer's hand - and especially so when an inbound approach is used.

The inbound methodology focuses on an integrated, strategical approach to

marketing and communications. Rather than bombarding prospects with pushy

tactics that devour budgets in no time, inbound is all about enabling potential

customers to discover which product or service is right for them – in their own

time. It forms perfect synergy with buyers whose money is tight but whose time is

‘relatively cheap’. And while the journey from prospective buyer to loyal customer

may take some time, this is not an issue when employing a long-term approach to

beat recessions.



One of the key benefits of an inbound approach is that each interaction creates

extremely valuable data regardless of where it is in the customer’s journey. Data

makes it far easier to meet the challenge of understanding what is working and

what isn’t, as well as opening up options for segmentation and further down the

road, customization.

Through this, we can learn more about the customer and guide them more quickly

to the exact service or product they are seeking. In time, it might even become

possible to move marketing to the front of the production chain: building products

only after having confirmed an existing or future need for them.

Finally, no business should forego the advantages offered by data-driven decision

making. Measuring the return on investment of your marketing and

communications efforts allows you to analyse and understand where to cut, but

more importantly, where to boost spending.
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There are several good reasons why

adopting a data-driven approach offers

significant advantages, with many

becoming even more relevant during the

current downturn.

Information, or data is increasingly

becoming the primary economic resource.

For marketers this is especially relevant, as

information is needed to create a smooth,

enjoyable customer experience that allows

your business to grow, and ideally, turns

customers into brand

advocates.Furthermore, with the right

data and smart analysis, the marketing department gains the all-important power

to hold itself accountable and find out which efforts are responsible for which

achievements.

There is also the competitive advantage to consider. Rival businesses that do not

adopt a strategic, long-term approach to marketing and communications in this

downturn are creating more space for your company’s voice to be heard. And for

you to establish relationships with potential new customers and strengthening

those with existing ones.



1. Be visionary

You have a strategy, a business plan, professional goals – they may need some

short-term adaptation, but keep the future in view and your communications in

line with your long-term objectives.

2. Be balanced

For most of us, the downturn holds opportunities as well as challenges. Identify

them, act on them and share that positive energy. And if you are communicating

bad news, make sure it's clear, honest and complete.

3. Invest

Research shows that companies who increased their marketing efforts during

previous recessions gained market share during the upturn. In fact, these

businesses often did significantly better than those who cut or simply maintained

their spending.

4. Talk to your business partners

In a crisis, your customers need reassurance that you are doing everything you can

to support them and deliver value. In fact, this may be an ideal moment to improve

aspects of your business like customer service and let your customers know!

5. Communicate with your employees

Even if you can't give specifics, your employees want to know their managers are

thinking about how to tackle the economic challenges their company faces.

Remember, if you don't talk the rumor mill will.

6. Do things differently

8 simple things to remember
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It's easy to retreat into familiar ways of doing things, but why not treat this as a

moment to try something new. If you find yourself with space to think, use it

creatively!

7. Tell a good story

Information appeals to the intellect; stories appeal to our emotions. If you turn

your communication into a good story, people will remember it better and more

vividly.

8. Measure and prove

If you're a marketer, make sure your organization understands the value of what

you do. At times like these, it's important to speak the language of the financial

decision makers. Get to grips with financial and economic issues, and show your

worth through quantified results – whether web click-through's, lead generation,

press clippings or any other metrics relevant to your business.
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Find out how
you can switch
to an inbound

approach
Interested in improving your

marketing and communications
return on investment? Contact

Pyramidion today!

GET YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

http://www.pyramidion.be/#likeus
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